INSPIRATION THAT
LEADS TO ACTION
Alex delivers keynotes, workshops, and
training that will inspire your team to action.
His dynamic presentations entertain, engage,
and motivate crowds through unique stories
and experiences from his lengthy career in
direct sales.
Your organization will get the inspiration and
encouragement they need, as well as proven
strategies to implement right away. We’re
talking about real-world application that will
produce the results everyone is looking for.
Alex teaches people how to elevate their
thinking in order to accelerate their results.

“You rock as a speaker! Amazing
combination of clarity, allowance, joy,
knowledge, kindness, and potency!”
Kate Spear,
Practitioner and Business Owner

BOOK ALEX TODAY!

MEET ALEX THEIS
Alex is an international speaker,
trainer, author, and advisor. Since
1997 he’s been helping people
make their dreams come true,
working with entrepreneurs and
business owners in the direct sales
and network marketing industry.
He’s held almost every position
imaginable within an organization,
from customer service to company
spokesperson and executive.
His talks combine his expertise
from real-life experience with
entertaining stories, humor, and
empathy. Sharing tips, lessons,
and triumphs, he will keep your
crowd on the edge of their seats.
His highly interactive and practical
presentations will elevate belief and
confidence.

PHONE: 858-215-3208
EMAIL: Info@AlexTheis.com
WEB: AlexTheis.com
TWITTER: @AlexTheis

“Alex cares. He can see what
needs to be done and then inspire
you to clarity and action.”
Francie O’Shea, Entrepreneur and
Network Marketing Professional

“Alex brings an intelligent and straightforward manner to connect
and build your network marketing business; one that feels natural
and removes the complex and awkward strategies often taught by
others.”
‘Coach’ Al Rodriguez,
Entrepreneur and Network Marketing Trainer

KEYNOTES // BREAKOUTS // WORKSHOPS
CUSTOMIZED TRAINING
STOP PITCHING AND START CONNECTING
As Co-Founder of Social Network Marketing University, Alex knows how
entrepreneurs struggle with social media when it comes to building a
business. He will give your group strategies they can use to build a
successful online platform using social networking and blogging. Instead
of chasing people away, your distributors will increase their attraction
and referability. Based on his book of the same title.

ARE YOU WORKING WITH THE WRONG PEOPLE?
Working with the wrong people is one of the top reasons why network marketing
businesses plateau. By focusing on and finding the right people, you can compress the time
it takes to meet your goals. Alex will show your team how to keep their leadership pipeline
full for a thriving business.
DO YOU LOVE TO WIN, OR HATE TO LOSE?
Do you really know what drives you? Passion is the driving force for
every dream and goal. This spirited and dynamic talk will get your
crowd fired up and help them tap into the passion that moves them
into action and success.
GRATITUDE: THE SECRET TO GETTING EVERYTHING YOU WANT
Gratitude is a force that can change relationships, careers, finances,
and shift the entire direction of companies and organizations. Like a flashlight in the dark,
exposing what’s already there, Alex will show people how to tap into gratitude to enhance
attractiveness, productivity, happiness, creativity, and bring more abundance into their
lives right now.

“There is no one else out there I have found who
provides advice and guidance from a place of
unwavering support and encouragement, while at
the same time, not sugar-coating a thing.”

CONTACT ALEX

Connie Whitesell, Owner, Scattered To
Streamlined Business Planning

WEB: AlexTheis.com

PHONE: 858-215-3208
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TWITTER: @AlexTheis

